
Restoration of a 1920s Airway Beacon - Part 12  

THE AIRMARKER 
 
Let’s quickly revisit this drawing of the Depart of Commerce’s 
Standardized Airway Beacon Site.  See the markings on the generator 
shed’s roof?  That is an “Air Marker” and one was applied to each beacon 
installation.  Air Markers were very common during the early years of 
aviation and were often the only navigation aids for pilots before charts 
and electronic boxes became widely available.  The most common form of 
air marker that most of us are familiar with, and still exists in many places, 
is the painting of a town’s name on its water tower.  (Note that the 
current practice of painting the name of the local high school’s football 
team hardly qualifies it as a navigational aid.)   
 
The air markers for the beacon sites were a little more cryptic than town’s 
names, more for brevity than anything else since they had more 
information to convey to a pilot than the size of the roof allowed.  The D-
KC (on the far side of the roof in the drawing) indicates that this example 

is on the airway between Denver and Kansas City, and the 41 (on the close side) is that particular beacon site’s 
number along the D-KC airway segment.  Beacons were numbered from west to east or south to north, 
between terminal cities and the numbers corresponded to the nearest ten-mile interval along that airway.  In 
this example, this beacon is 410 miles east of Denver and the concrete arrow points to the next higher-
numbered beacon (number 42) approximately 10 miles to the east. 
 
The rapid development and availability of electronic aviation navigation aids following WWII made painted air 
markers obsolete and except for the occasional town’s name on its water tower, most have faded into history.  
(Yes, the pun was intentional. )  However, the air marker was an important part of the beacon site’s 
contribution to navigation, and since the roof of my own shed looked empty by comparison, I decided to add 
one.  However, I needed to decide on what my air marker would portray since it isn’t on an airway.  I 
eventually decided on “37XA” (our airport’s FAA identifier) on one side of my shed’s roof and “122.9MC” (our 
airport’s traffic advisory frequency) on the other.  (Note that “MC”, or megacycles, was the standard term for 
millions of cycles per second prior to 1960.  “MHz”, for megahertz, has been the international standard since.)   
 
The original air markers were painted directly onto their generator shed’s 
roofs in accordance with a 1929 Department Of Commerce publication.  
As one would expect, this government document dictated the size, color, 
spacing, and even the font to be used when laying out air markers.  While 
I did follow the prescribed format, I didn’t paint my marker directly onto 
my roof because I needed to retain the ability to make changes if 
necessary.  (For example, in the 25 years I’ve lived on this airport, we’ve 
had our communication’s frequency changed once, and our airport ID 
changed twice, by the FAA!)  So I cut my numbers and letters from pre-
painted steel sheeting, which I then riveted to 14ft long sheet metal “hat 
sections” (all from a local metal building components supplier), and then 
lifted the whole shebang (you DO remember what a “shebang” is don’t 
you?) to the roof in two sections.  While it will still be a big inconvenience 
to make changes (are you listening FAA?), at least I won’t have to climb 
onto the roof with a five gallon bucket of paint remover and a mop! 
 



The air marker was completed in June 2016 and that included adding a floodlight to the tower that will 
illuminate the marker when the beacon is activated at night.  (The windsock has a similar floodlight.)   
This photograph, taken from my tower’s platform, shows how the air marker turned out.  While it was hardly a 
mandatory addition to my project (let’s face it, every pilot navigates with GPS nowadays), it DOES add to the 
early-aviation flavor of my project! 
 
 

  


